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Tools, Tips, and Techniques for the Leader on the GoWhether you lead in an office, a jobsite, a

church, or a classroom, 101 Leadership Insights is a handy guidebook guaranteed to help you

better handle the challenges and conundrums that come with being a leader.Written by

bestselling author Bob Phillips and business owner Del Walinga, this book is packed with

wisdom that will help you improve your skills as a manager, mentor, and communicator. This

collection of short yet highly informative chapters takes on more than a hundred of the most

common leadership issues, such as…handling workplace conflict maintaining a healthy work/

life balancerecognizing red flags in unfamiliar situationsfinding fulfillment even while working

unsatisfying jobsFeaturing helpful personal checklists, solution-oriented questions, illuminating

infographics, and valuable perspectives from well-known leaders, 101 Leadership Insights

provides thoughtful and practical guidance that’s readily available when you’re in a pinch.
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to Becoming a Leader You’d Want to Follow1Personal Fulfillment—Part IFinding happiness and

fulfillment comes about when you discover God’s plan and purpose for your life and the unique

contribution that only you can make.~R.E. PHILLIPSMANY PEOPLE WORK AT JOBS THEY

DISLIKE. They know they have to have employment to make a living and support their

families… but they feel discouraged, disheartened, and depressed. Sometimes they simply feel

bored or very unfulfilled.Are you working at a job you can do and have to do, or are you

working at a job you want to do? Are you getting up each day and saying, “I have to go to

work.” Or when you wake up do you think, “I can hardly wait to get to work”? What do you really

enjoy doing? In what circumstances do you discover a feeling of competence, confidence, and

usefulness?How would you like some help in finding the right job for you? Would you like to

understand the type of position that would bring you the most fulfillment and satisfaction?

Would you like to have excitement and a natural energy when you go to work every day? Then

read on.A number of years ago I was exposed to a program that gives insight as to the style of

work that best fitted my personality. It also helped me realize the types of jobs or positions that

would steal away my enthusiasm and would lead to discomfort at work.It was an inventory

designed by Bobb Biehl called Team Profile. The profile suggests there are three basic phases

to most jobs and projects. The first phase is the Design Phase, the second is the Development

Phase, and the third is the Stable Phase. In between phase one and two is a combination

Design/Development phase. And in between phase two and three is a combination

Development/Stable phase.When it comes to the three main phases of most work, which one

do you identify with? Do you like to be the one to come up with original ideas? Do you prefer

theory and philosophy about a subject or project? Would you prefer to set goals and work on

other people’s ideas and polish them and improve them?I PREFER WORKING IN THE

FOLLOWING PHASE:( ) Design ( ) Design/Develop ( ) Develop ( ) Develop/Stable ( ) StableOr

would you be happy managing the idea or project after it has been designed and developed?

This would include long-term goals, details, and administration of the project or task.No one

achieves greatness by becoming a generalist.You don’t hone a skill by diluting your attention to

its development.The only way to get to the next level is focus.~JOHN C. MAXWELL2Personal

Fulfillment—Part IIYou are not here merely to make a living. You are here in order to enable the

world to live more amply, with greater vision, with a finer spirit of hope and achievement. You

are here to enrich the world, and you impoverish yourself if you forget the errand.~WOODROW

WILSONIN THE PREVIOUS ARTICLE, WE LOOKED at the three main phases—Design,

Develop, and Stable—with two in-between phases. Now we would like to consider

characteristics of the people who work in each of these five phases.DESIGNERS—enjoy

coming up with original ideas, concepts, and models. They like to talk about theory, philosophy,

and various views. If problems are solved, or if they get bored, they like to move on to

something new. Their focus can range from a few hours to a few months.DESIGNER/



DEVELOPERS—also like to come up with original ideas. Their strong contribution is to make

original ideas practical and functioning. Their desire is to pass the project or task on to

someone else… so they can begin a new and exciting challenge.DEVELOPERS—enjoy taking

other people’s ideas and concepts and expanding on them. They have a special skill in

polishing, enhancing, developing, and getting projects off the ground. Their focus for a project

often ranges from six months to two years. After this much time, they desire to pass the project

on to more detailed individuals. They are goal oriented and are great launchers.DEVELOPER/

STABLIZERS—like to refine ideas, programs, and processes even further and are happy about

taking on assignments that run from two to five years. They prefer to work on one project at a

time. Often they like to become a specialist and improve outcomes. They like to focus on

results, maximizing performance, and attention to cost effectiveness. If problems occur, they

are the ones that other team members look to for solutions.STABLIZERS—are control,

efficiency, and technique specialists. They keep the organization and all of the details running

smoothly. They are highly predictable and enjoy routine. They can easily keep focused and

work on projects for five to twenty-five years. They are safety and risk conscious and like to

ensure quality in all areas. Change is something they find a little disconcerting and difficult.For

further information on the Team Profile go to .I SEE MYSELF AS MORE OF THE

FOLLOWING PERSONALITY:( ) Designer ( ) Design/Developer ( ) Developer ( ) Developer/

Stabilizer ( ) StabilizerChoose a career you love, give it the best there is in you, seize your

opportunities, and be a member of the team.~BENJAMIN FRANKLIN FAIRLESS3Identifying

as a LeaderBecome the kind of leader that people would follow voluntarily even if you had no

title or position.~BRIAN TRACYHOW DO OTHER PEOPLE RESPOND TO YOUR

LEADERSHIP? Do you sense they follow your direction without question, or do you pick up

some hesitation? In other words, do the people you oversee affirm your leadership by following

you?Taking on the role of a leader requires guiding and inspiring others. How are you doing in

this area? Are you impacting your organization with time-tested leadership skills? Are you

providing a positive example to follow in your own home and at work? In short, are you giving

others a living example of someone they would like to follow?In general, good leaders do not

blame fate for their failures, nor luck for their successes. Good leaders accept responsibility for

their lives, as well as the lives of those who are under their direct sphere of influence. Good

leaders know that any goal worth setting is only as worthy as the effort required to achieve it.

Good leaders are people like you who desire to build strong families, improve communities,

and make the world a better place to live.In his book The Future of Leadership, Warren Bennis

suggests: “Leadership is everyone’s business. Leadership is an observable, learnable, set of

practices. Positions of leadership do not wait, in fact cannot wait. Leadership development

starts with action.”What level of achievement and commitment are you taking to establish

yourself as a leader? How are you identifying with leadership skills, leadership character traits,

and leadership actions?In the book of Exodus, Moses identified himself as a reluctant leader.

He had run away from his failure as a leader when he killed an Egyptian. He didn’t think people

would listen to him because he was a poor speaker. He was hesitant to confront Pharaoh. Are

you dealing with reluctance in your leadership?Remember, God told Moses that He would help

him, He would be with him, and He would give him strength to carry out his leadership role.

The same God who helped Moses will help you.Author Simon Sinek reminds us, “A boss has

the title; a leader has the people.” If we have no followers, the quality of our leadership needs

attention. A good way to help others identify with you as a leader includes applying the

following responsibilities and actions. Ask yourself these two foundational questions as you do:

Who am I? What do I want to achieve?• �Keep learning new things and share what you have



learned with others.• �Commit to deadlines; keep appointments, end meetings on time.• �

Recognize and accept others’ opinions and ideas when appropriate.• �Become a better listener

and encourager.• �Inspire others as part of a “we” team rather than “I” alone.Interesting

FactLeadership is both an area of research as well as an area of practical skill and personal

development. Learning about styles and concepts of leadership is important, but working to

develop your individual skills in order to be recognized as a leader is crucial.We will not all

develop to be the same kind of leader at the same pace. Leadership takes motivation,

discipline, and practice. What are you waiting for?4Leading Yourself FirstThere is nothing noble

in being superior to your fellow man, the nobility is being superior to your former self.~ERNEST

HEMINGWAYTHE IMPORTANCE OF SELF DEVELOPMENT as both a leader and follower

cannot be overstated. As Robin Sharma suggests, “Investing in yourself is the best investment

you will ever make. It will not only improve your life; it will improve the lives of those around

you.”A lot of time is spent investing in those things that remind us just how short life really is.

Some are extremely important: family relationships, job security, and church fellowship. Others

are not nearly as significant: social media, television, and computer games. What we expect

from others we must demonstrate.Self-development has been referred to as “human capital.” I

prefer to think of it as the “stewardship of life.” It’s a lifelong process, requiring effort, energy,

and commitment. It comes from well-developed beliefs, values, and the skills required to

succeed as a leader. Followers want and need leaders who are positive role models.This is no

light responsibility. Actually, leaders have no choice in the matter. No aspect of leadership is

more important. When you develop as a leader, it inspires trust from your followers. They want

to follow someone who is confident, competent, and caring. Being a personal example affects

others more than instruction alone. Why would followers be motivated to follow someone they

don’t trust, respect, or admire?A leader’s motivation for self-development is greatly influenced

by their personal values.Here are nine key competencies consistently valued by leaders and

followers alike:Ethics—in verbal orders and policiesCommunication—to direct and

influenceProficiency—through self-study and experiencesDecisions—to make choices and

solve problemsSupervision—to coordinate and evaluatePlanning—to organize and

budgetDeveloping others—in order to build esprit de corps and confidenceResourcefulness—

to demonstrate skills and manage informationMentoring—to overcome problems and increase

knowledgeHow are you doing in these nine areas? Do you need to spend some time

reinforcing any of them? Leaders continue to learn and improve through self-development so

they can be better servants. Selfless service requires resisting the temptation to put selfish

gain, personal advantage, and self-interests ahead of what is best for the individual and the

organization.• �Reflect on what needs to improve. Be honest.• �Read about what you want to

improve. Is it a personal trait or skill?• �Identify others who can encourage you and role models

to be patterned after.• �Create a program for personal growth. Habits produce results.What is

used develops, and what is left unused atrophies or wastes away.Points to PonderGiven all the

resources to develop self, what changes would you make?Could you suppress potential bad

behavior and opt for the potential for good behavior?Every moment of one’s existence, one is

growing into more or retreating into less.~ NORMAN MAILERPersonal development is a major

time saver. The better you become, the less time it takes to achieve your goals.~ BRIAN

TRACY5InfluenceIf your actions inspire others to dream more, learn more, do more, and

become more, you are a leader.~ JOHN QUINCY ADAMSLEADERSHIP HAS SIMPLY BEEN

DEFINED by one word: influence. It has been said that at least ten people watch everyone’s

behavior. When you serve as a leader, you influence far more than ten people. Whether or not

you like it, you’re in the spotlight. People are watching what you say and do. Influence involves



inspiration. Influence can encourage. Influence has the ability to give guidance.Now, for the

kicker: A leader’s influence can be both positive and negative. For example, a certain kind of

“leader” can inspire gang members to rob and murder. A certain kind of “leader” can inspire

deceptiveness, prejudice, and greed. All leadership offers guidance and has a definite impact.

However, misused influence can bring about catastrophic results. Just turn on the news and

see the negative influence of riots.A leader who exerts positive influence is a leader who

guides others in the right direction and imparts positive traits, habits, and actions. This helps to

create positive attitudes. Positive influence is an incentive toward excellence in both the

individual, the overall culture of your organization, your family, and the nation.How are you

doing as a leader and companion of others? Your words and behavior are on view for everyone

to see.Do not be so deceived and misled!Evil companionships, (communion, associations)

corrupt and deprave good manners and morals and character.1 Corinthians 15:33 AMPCAs

author Ken Blanchard stated, “The key to successful leadership today is influence, not

authority.” Harry A. Overstreet suggests, “The very essence of all power to influence lies in

getting the other person to participate.” All of us need to be encouraged to work on our skills of

influencing others in a positive manner. People admire leaders who have helped them stretch

and receive recognition. Here are some steps to consider:Show you are a trusted leader. Ask

others, “What can I do for you?”Build positive relationships. Tell others, “I believe in

you.”Connect with people. Invest your time with a one-on-one lunch.Extend honor. Invite others

to share their ideas.Create opportunities. Allow others to master small challenges.Consider

ThisLeadership alone provides a limited source of persuasion. Successful leaders recognize

that in order to be effective, they cannot rely solely on directives, tactics, or coercion.Influence

others in such a way that it builds them up, encourages, and edifies them so they in turn can

duplicate it with others.6Change and TransitionThe measure of intelligence is the ability to

change.~ALBERT EINSTEINCHANGE THE LEADER, CHANGE THE ORGANIZATION” is

often viewed and stated as the key to making any successful difference. Yet, resistance to

change is universal. The idea of introducing and accepting change is a difficult task, as well as

a heavy responsibility.How many leaders does it take to change a lightbulb? Zero! Nobody likes

change. Charlie Brown asks Linus, “What would you do if you felt no one liked you?” Linus

replies, “Well, I’d try to look at myself objectively to see what I could do to improve.” “I don’t like

that answer,” says Charlie Brown. We smile. But we have all been there. The only one who likes

a change is the newborn baby.Moving from who we are as leaders to who we desire to be as

leaders will involve change. Taking a new business or new idea from the known to the unknown

will involve change. Whether it’s our personal attitude and motivation for change, or if it is a

new technology and technical skill required for change, there is difficulty in navigating

previously inexperienced territory.Change creates opportunity for growth along with the

potential for loss. A new job, a new boss, and a new assignment could be either good or bad.

Adjusting to retirement, a relocation, or a new church can be easy or hard. Within these

circumstances, change is situational. It’s goal oriented. What lies between the “old” and the

“new” is an unknown reality. This adjustment to change is the transition needed to complete the

change process. It’s letting go. It’s an internal process. It’s a reorientation and a coming to

terms with what is taking place. Whether unpredictable, reactive, planned, anticipatory,

incremental, or all at once, change is always inevitable. The key is that all change requires

leadership. Leaders recognize that change, personally and organizationally, comes through a

process of accurate information, overcoming objections, and an objective look at the effect on

individual needs.A quote by Martin Luther King Jr. sums up for us a healthy view of change,

both organizationally and personally:We ain’t what we oughta be.We ain’t what we want to



be.We ain’t what we gonna be.But, thank God, we ain’t what we was.In any set of

circumstances, there are opposing forces that require a response. Change involves

overcoming those forces that both demand and resist change. Which group, if any, are you

currently finding yourself in? Which group do you think represents your organization?Forces

Demanding ChangeEconomicalPoliticalExpectations of

othersTechnologicalSocialInternationalLegalEnvironmentalPresent way is ineffectiveThese

represent outside factors and influences. Ignore these at risk of your own peril.Forces Resisting

ChangeFear of failureWork requiredNegative resultsTraditionLack of skillsRoutine habitsVested

interestsNo perceived needLack of respect for the leaderThese represent inside opinions and

beliefs Ignore these at the risk of another's peril.Good Rule of ThumbView change not as

something being done to us, but as something we can be a part of and control.7AngerIt is easy

to fly into a passion—anybody can do that—but to be angry with the right person to the right

extent and at the right time and with the right object and in the right way—that is not easy, and

it is not everyone who can do it.~ARISTOTLESTRONG FEELINGS OF TENSION,

ANNOYANCE, and displeasure cause anger to raise its ugly head. It occurs when you feel

violated, or something unfair or unkind has happened. It’s easy to get angry when you think

someone has done you or another person wrong. Anger simply alerts you to something you

perceive as important to you.We often look at anger as a negative emotion because it has a

strong tendency to disrupt and destroy relationships. There is a positive side to anger when it’s

directed toward injustice and corruption. We need to be angry at crime, waste, and violence.Do

you have a tendency to get angry easily? I read about one survey that suggested that women

get angry about three times a week and men about six times a week. It went on to suggest that

women more often get angry with other people, and men more often get angry with objects. A

man might be working on a project and become frustrated because it isn’t coming together like

it should… so he throws a hammer against a wall. Of course, I’m sure you never get angry with

people or objects.The Bible addresses the topic of anger on more than 230 occasions. Let’s

take a few moments and see if we can gain any insights.As surely as a wind from the north

brings cold, just as surely a retort causes anger.~Proverbs 25:23As the churning of cream

yields butter, and a blow to the nose causes bleeding, so anger causes quarrels.~Proverbs

30:33It is harder to win back the friendship of an offended brother than to capture a fortified

city. His anger shuts you out like iron bars.~Proverbs 18:19A wise man restrains his anger and

overlooks insults. This is to his credit.~Proverbs 19:11If you are angry, don’t sin by nursing your

grudge.Don’t let the sun go down with you still angry—get over it quickly; for when you are

angry, you give a mighty foothold to the devil.~Ephesians 4:26-27Stop being mean, bad-

tempered, and angry.Quarreling, harsh words, and dislike of others should have no place in

your lives.Instead, be kind to each other, tenderhearted, forgiving one another, just as God has

forgiven you because you belong to Christ.~Ephesians 4:31-32Before you read on… stop a

moment and take an honest look at anger in your life. Are you an impatient, angry, and

unforgiving person? Do you wallow in past hurts and resentments? Are you carrying around a

grudge and nursing it like it’s something precious? Is that really working for you? Maybe it’s

time to stop ripping off the scabs of hurtful experiences and let God do some healing in your

life. Sound good?8People WatchingHe alone is an acute observer, who can observe minutely

without being observed.~JOHANN KASPAR LAVATERWE ALL TEND TO LISTEN TO OTHER

PEOPLE and watch their behavior half-heartedly. We then quickly move from casual

observation to subjective evaluation and judgment. Many times our hasty judgment results in

emotional turmoil, producing annoying relationships and conflict between people.The more we

become aware of the behavior of other people and ourselves, the more we will be able to



control our responses. And learning to control our responses and reactions in our relationships

will reduce tensions and help us get along better. King Solomon said, “A gentle answer turns

away wrath, but a harsh word stirs up anger” (Proverbs 15:1 NIV). Our behavior and our

reactions to the behavior of other people can positively influence our relationships.Wouldn’t it

be helpful if you could tell if someone was being untruthful with you and lying about a matter?

You can by observing their nonverbal behavior. Often people who are not being completely

honest have the tendency to put their hand in front of their mouth while they’re talking with you.

And if they don’t use their hand, they will sometimes put a pencil or pen over their lips while

talking with you. Sometimes they will begin to cough a little while talking with you. To gain

insight in reading body language, two books are recommended: How to Read a Person Like a

Book by Nierenberg, Calero, and Grayson, and Body Language by Julius Fast.Look in the face

of the person to whom you are speaking if you wish to know his real sentiments, for he can

command his words more easily than his countenance.~LORD CHESTERFIELDPeople

Watching ApplicationThis next week begin to sharpen your body language skills by observing

two specific behaviors each day. Deliberately choose to concentrate on the actions and

behaviors of your family, friends, strangers, and those you work with. Be alert to what you can

learn from listening to the content of words and tone of voice and by watching nonverbal body

language. You will find it an insightful exercise.
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